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【論文】
Imagining Monstrosity: Water and the Gothic in Don 1 Look Now 
諏訪暁
Gothic fiction has been one of the most influential literary genres. This popularity is partly for the 
genre s capacity to express concerns about our society. As Catherine Spooner explains, Gothic pro-
vides a language and a set of discourses with which we can talk about fear and anxiety'(2006; 30). In 
various ways Gothic novels try to answer a question as to how one can situate oneself in a society 
which contradicts one's desires. This is evident in Horace Walpole's The Castle ofOtranto (1764), 
which is, according to David Punter and Glennis Byron,'usually considered the founding text of Goth-
ic fiction'(2004; 177). Through a prince Manfred's struggles to maintain his line of sovereignty, 
Walpole conveys the message that'[ t ]he demands of self and the demands of society are […] shown to 
be irrevocably at odds'(2004; 180). This disjunction between self and society is also explored by Ann 
Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udoわho(1794) , in which Emily tries to find happiness in a series of 
challenging situations. In these stories a castle occupies an essential position almost as if it were anoth-
er character, which is due to castles'importance to British identity. In an attempt to find a unique 
British identity in the eighteenth cenrury, people turned their eyes to natural landscapes amongst which 
old castles are located. William Gilpin argues that'[t]o these natural features, which are, in a great 
degree, peculiar to the landscape of England, we may lastly add another, of the artificial kind -the 
ruins (2006; 207). The presence of castles in a state of decay served to add distinctiveness to British 
landscapes. By making use of a castle, Walpole's and Radcliffe's narratives respectively interrogate 
British reader's relationship with their society. 
As the time shifted from the eighteenth to the nineteenth cen皿 y,locations for Gothic fiction also 
changed. In spite of the use of castles that are particular to British landscape in order to deal with prob-
lems with the society, Gothic novels in the eighteenth cenrury kept some distance from their reader. In 
contrast, as rapid industrial developments transformed people's lives in the nineteenth cenrury, the 
urban setting began to be used for Gothic stories. As Punter and Byron states,'the damaging effect of 
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industrialism became increasingly clear and had much to do with the emergence of a new site of Goth-
ic horror: the city'(2004; 21). W血eindustrial progress promoted the national identity as the power-
fu1 British Empire, the process of standardization and mechanization challenged people's identity. 
People's unrest that was created out of the gap between national and individual identity offers a suit-
able place for Gothic fictions. People's concern about their threatened identity was visualized as hor-
rific monsters, for, as Abigail Burnham Bloom notes,'[ m ]onsters are often representations of the prob-
lems of society'(2010; 7). People are terrified by monsters because they encapsulate their fear and 
anxiety. Richard Kearney's words support this idea when he maintains that'we often project onto 
others [the] unconscious fears we recoil [from] in ourselves'(2003; 5). 
Monstrous figures in Gothic stories contain within themselves contradictions. Among them, for ex-
ample, is a desire to maintain one's class status while yearning to break down class distinctions. This 
is evident in Robert Louis Stevenson's Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), and the multi-bodied monster 
that encapsulates both life and death in Mary Shelly's Frankenstein (1818). For Julia Kristeva these 
monsters are'instances of what she calls "abject" and products of "abjection", which she derives from 
the literal meanings of ab-ject: "throwing off" and "being thrown under"'(2002; 7, italics in original) . 
She begins her argument about abjection by describing how an infant recognizes oneself as distinct 
from others. Adding to a Lacanian concept of'mirror stage', where the reflection of oneself in a mirror 
helps one to realize one's difference, Kristeva maintains that before that stage, one comes to establish 
one's distinct identity'by a process she calls abjection, a process of jettisoning what seems to be part 
of oneself'(2004; 46). In order to separate oneself from others one needs to reject'what is considered 
unacceptable, unclean or anti-social'(1990; 86). By eliminating one's anti-social elements one seeks 
to be welcomed into society as a distinctive member. However, what is thrown away, the abject, is not 
fully eradicated: it stays at the boundary of one's identity and threatens to collapse it. As Noelle McA-
fee explains,'[the abject] constantly challeng[ es] one's own tenuous borders of selfhood'(2004; 46). 
Abjection is what transgresses and blurs the boundary between one's self and others', with the possi-
bility to shake the constituents to make one different. As Kristeva writes, abjection is caused by'what 
does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite'(1982; 4). 
Abjection is thus defined by its transgressive nature. Horror is induced by abjection because what was 
once recognized as part ofus 1s now seem as unacceptable, unclean or anti-social'(1990; 86). There-
fore Gothic monsters can be perceived as visualizations of abjection, representing what we abhor but 
at the same time contain what is ours. 
Since monsters are a reflection of what is part ofus that we reject, through dealing with them we are 
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inevitably bound to confront those from which we turn our eyes away. This process signifies our act of 
entering the space that is'in-between, ambiguous, composite', where abjection is brought into being 
(1982; 4) . This space exists as a middle point for one to pass through in order to reach a new place 
by confronting a monster and thus restoring social order or propriety. This ritualistic action of going 
from one place through an intermediate point to the other is the focus mainly of anthropology, promi-
nent in the works of Arnold van Gennep and Victor Turner. Having investigated rituals around the 
world, van Gennep states that there is a set of shared characteristics in the process that he called'the 
rites of passage . He explains: 
[w]hoever passes from one to the other finds himself physically and magico-religiously in a 
spatial situation for a certain length of time: he wavers between two worlds. (1960; 18) 
Van Gennep defines the transitional stage as'liminal', where one oscillates between the world from 
which one comes and the other to which one will be transposed. Turner develops van Gennep's 
argument when he notes that a person's identity is questioned and blurred at the liminal stage. He 
explains that'the state of the ritual subject'in the liminal phase is'ambiguous, neither here nor there, 
betwixt and between al fixed points of classification'(1974; 232). In relation to one's ambiguous 
identity while in a liminal stage, Turner introduces a possibility in certain rituals that one is aligned 
with the monstrous: 
[l]iminal entities, such as neophytes in initiation or puberty rites, may be represented as possessing 
nothing. They may be disguised as monsters, wear only a strip of clothing, or even go naked, to 
demonstrate that as liminal beings they have no status, property, insignia, secular clothing 
indicating rank or role, position in a kinship system -in short, nothing that they may distinguish 
them from their fellow neophytes or initiands. (1969; 95, italics added) 
The status of those who enter a liminal stage is similar to that of monsters, for they are stripped of the 
social status from the moment of their birth. In the threshold period of a transitional ritual, one assumes 
the position which resembles the one occupied by monstrous figures. 
Water and Llminality in Gothic fictions 
I would like to argue that this threshold-esque space is often created around water in Gothic fictions. 
Whether Gothic stories tak:es place in a natural landscape or a city, the presence and importance of 
water cannot be undermined. In spite of water's role as the source of life for us, it offers within itself a 
lim血 1space where contradictions clash and collapse. It is hardly surprising that, for example, it 
cannot be predicted how water precisely moves on the surface of a lake. The ever-changing texture of 
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water proposes ambiguity and uncertainty, an apt setting for an in-between space to be brought to life. 
In Bram Stoker's Dracula (1897) , the sea is presented as a liminal space which Dracula uses for his 
attempt to take control of Britain. Here the sea is positioned between the East and the West, the civilized 
and the barbaric. The scene where Dracula's ship arrives at Whitby in a storm, presented to the reader 
in the form of a newspaper article, focuses on the violence of the storm which correspond with 
Dracula s monstrous entrance to Britain. The article reads: 
[t]he waves rose in growing fury, each over-topping its fellow, til in a very few minutes the 
lately glassy sea was like a roaring and devouring monster. White-crested waves beat madly on 
the level sands and rushed up the shelving clifs[.] (1897; 76) 
The image of the raging sea attacking the Whitby harbor is a visualization of Dracula attempting to 
'devour'Britain. Dracula's invasion invites horrific responses because it is'a reversal of Britain's 
imperial exploitation of "weaker" races'(1990; 634). The sea's function as the medium to allow 
monstrosity to encroach the securely remote island serves to weaken the empire's influence. Through 
water's liminal role the empire is degraded to• a place where distorted visions may occur, where the 
normal boundaries of the civilized would slip away or are constantly under siege'(2004; 49). 
Water allows monsters to trespass the rigidly drawn (or so believed) boundaries, which confuses 
identity. 
I will argue that water occupies an important place for British imagination of monstrosity. By 
presenting examples of the relationship between water and monstrosity, it becomes possible to 
demonstrate the universality of water's liminal role. Venice served as an inspirational site for the 
Romantic poets despite its distance from the British Isles. Its unique characteristic as the city built on 
water makes it an apt space for liminality to be created. In encountering characters that can be seen as 
monstrous, those who visit Venice are exposed to issues concerning their sexuality or guilt that they 
attempt to suppress, transforming them into different selves. Refusal to obey this exposure can be 
deadly, leaving male characters murdered, thus imprisoned for good. Through encounters with abject 
monsters that arise from the landscapes that are of vital importance to British identity and imagination, 
the male-coded societal norms of Britain are questioned. This idea is articulated by Jerrold E. Hogle, 
who writes that 
[ w ]e now have a chance, which the Gothic can help us face or avoid, to decide how long we want 
to let ourselves be governed by the symbolic mechanisms and the related ideologies[.] (2000; 
303) 
The watery landscapes ate both'inside'and'outside'of British identity because they are pertinent to 
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British people's nationhood while monstrosity coming out of them refuses to be rigidly defined. 
Liminality that water creates contains a possibility to hold up a mirror against the general'Britishness', 
helping us to have a stark view of what it is to be British. 
For a number of artists, Venice has been one of the most inspirational sites on earth. Its unique 
watery landscape contributes to the creation of many prominent works such as Thomas Mann's Death 
in Venice (1912) and Jeanette Winterson's The Passion (1987). The Republic of Venice prided itself 
in being one of the biggest trade sites for a considerable while, until Napoleon's invasion in the 
eighteenth century. In 1797, as Frederic C. Lane explains,'Napoleon peremptorily demanded that the 
government dissolve itself and turn power over to a democratic municipal council to be protected by 
French soldiers'(1973; 435). The government's surrender to the French force marks the end of 
Venetian prosperity. After the collapse of the Republic, Venice's image as a fallen city attracted British 
romantic poets. Lord Byron's'Ode to Venice'is filled with images of wretchedness and sorrow for the 
city in decline. 
Oh Venice! When thy marble walls 
Are level with the waters, there shall be 
A cry of nations o'er thy sunken halls, 
A loud lament along the sweeping sea! (1905; 431) 
We can see expressions related to sinking and decay. The marble walls, whose substance indicates the 
former glory, are now being submerged in water, while water already overwhelms the halls. Although 
there is a cry and lament for the sinking city, it is doomed by the presence of the sea that threatens to 
sweep the entire place. Venice is depicted as a city being destroyed, as though it was about to disappear 
underneath the water. In this destruction, water is undeniably a potent agent which brings Venice to its 
ultimate demise. 
The idea of Venetian water as destructive and evil is hardly a s叩 risingone. Since Venice is built on 
water, it is impossible to refer to the city without mentioning the important role water has played in the 
day-to-day life of the city. After Venetian people had used the canal water as a means of transportation, 
household effluents naturally made the water filthy. Robert C. Davis and Garry R. Marvin state that 
since Venetian canals serve both as garbage disposal and a means of transportation,'it has been 
inevitable that human movements and human waste often come into uncomfortably close contact' 
(2004; 182). The filthiness of Venice's water, resulting from the city's unique landscape, exhibits a 
trait which is opposed to the way water has often been used as a religious symbol. For example, the 
importance of flowing of water for purifying p叩 osescan be observed in mythological descriptions of 
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the flood. As Nick Middleton writes,'[t]he flood is explained by God's way of cleansing the Earth of 
wayward humanity'(2012; 33). It is necessary that water possesses a torrential power for God to 
purify the land. Therefore, water's purifying effect is weakened if its flowing is made stagnant, as is the 
case with water in Venice. Stagnant water comes to represent an agent of destruction both literally and 
aesthetically. 
John Ruskin is another figure closely linked with images of decaying Venice. He begins The Stones 
of Venice (1851) by articulating his image of Venice as a city of decay. 
Since first the dominion of men was asserted over the ocean, there thrones, of mark beyond al 
others, have been set up upon its sands: the thrones of Tyre, Venice, and England. Of the First of 
these great powers only the memory remains; of the Second, the ruin; the Third, which inherits 
their greatness, if it forgot their example, may be led through prouder eminence to less pitied 
destruction. (2001; 3) 
Whilist he acknowledges the prosperity of Venice, he asserts that its glory is in the past by emphasizing 
its status as a'ruin'. He uses an active verb'inherit'in a present tense to describe the throne of 
England, thus highlighting its superiority over Tyre and Venice as it is capable of learning from their 
mistakes. It is Venice as a ruin that attracted Ruskin, for he thought that England could develop more 
by studying its great achievements. As Sergio Perosa argues: 
[a]fter the Fall of Venice, decline, deterioration, and death were perceived as inherent in its 
beauty and its splendor; conversely, its beauty appeared especially attractive when corrupted, 
decaying or in decline. This romantic, post-Napoleonic perception of glory in decay and splendor 
in rags opened the way for a view of Venice as a place fostering feelings and yearnings for death, 
where death is experienced almost as'a consummation devoutly to be wished'. (1999; 281) 
In most Romantic poets'mind, it had become almost impossible for Venice's beauty to exist without 
portraying death. Even after Venice became one of the greatest tourist destinations where people search 
for a romantic experience, the view of Venice as in close contact with decay and death has been a 
commonly held opinion amongst British authors. I will discuss Daphne du Maurier's Don Y Look Now 
(1971) and Nicolas Roeg's film adaptation with the same title to demonstrate the relationship 
between water and liminality. Both the short story and the film follow the story of a British couple, 
John and Laura, who visits Venice. In spite of their initial intention to find peace in their journey, the 
tourists in both stories are irresistibly drawn to catastrophic events. In their interaction with stagnancy 
in various forms -as in the Venetian canal water or within specific characters'mind-they are exposed 
to their sense of guilt that they try to suppress, transforming them into different selves. Venice is 
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described as a ritualistic location where one has to move through a liminal space. Being stagnant 
means a failure to be welcomed back as a transformed self, and one is left trapped in the liminal space. 
This is a nightmarish vision for British imagination because this entrapment is indicative of what 
Ruskin termed'pitied destruction'. Stories of British characters being consumed by Venice function to 
trouble and reassess Britain's position as its superior successor. 
'She's dead, dead, dead!': lnerasable Guilt and the Transitional Ordeal in 
Don't Look Now 
In du Maurier's Don'l Look Now, the cityscape is presented so as to render Venice dark and sinister. 
Although the city offers stunning landscapes which welcome tourists during the daytime, it reveals its 
different side at night: 
[t]he canal was narrow, the houses on either side seemed to close in upon it, and in the daytime, 
with the sun's reflection on the water and the windows of the houses open, bedding upon the 
balconies, a canary singing in a cage, there had been an impression of warmth, of secluded 
shelter. Now, il-lit, almost in darkness, the window of the houses shuttered, the water dark, the 
scene appeared altogether different, neglected, poor, and the long narrow boats moored to the 
slippery steps of cellar entrances looked like coffins. (1971; 19) 
A series of stark contrasts given here highlights a sense of cunningness and hostility the city offers in 
the nighttime. The city is transformed into an eerie dungeon which invites people to situations beyond 
their understanding. Claustrophobic images -the narrow canals and the houses closing in -present 
Venice as an entrapment device. Boats, which are used in the daytime as a vital means of transporta-
tion, are compared to coffins, vividly illustrating a city of death. 
In Nicolas Roeg's 1973 film adaptation, he develops the city's hostility through visual techniques. 
While du Maurier's original short story is set during the tourism season, Roeg changed it to the winter 
when the city is rather deserted. This change offers a desolate, windswept, and bleak vision of the city. 
Kristi Wilson argues that'[b]y filming in the dead of winter, during the off-season and in non-touristic 
areas of the city, Roeg has immediately complicated the notion of Venice as a prepackaged work of art 
to be enjoyed aesthetically or recreationally by tourists'(1999; 289-290, italics in original) . The hotel 
where John and Laura are staying is about to close for the off-peak season, and tables and sofas in the 
lobby are covered in white sheets. While this image stays on screen, we hear the sound of water, which 
is associated with the image of a dark canal that comes next. This overlapping sound of water works 
as a diegetic sound to bridge the two different settings. Furthermore, this is suggestive of a sense that 
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the city is taking the safe place for the couple underneath water. 
In addition to depiction of the cityscape that succeeds in offering a chilling ambience, Roeg's use of 
cold, passionless colours contributes to a desolate atmosphere. As Andrew patch argues, in Don t Look 
Now• a landscape and urbanity comprised of a more subdued palette of blues, browns, grays, blacks, 
etc. Venice, for example, through this aesthetic strategy, becomes monochromatic, a wintry liminal 
urbanity'(20 l O;259). The deserted ambience of Venice, thanks to Roeg's control of colour, emotion-
ally distances the viewer from the city. While subdued colours dominate the mise-en-scene of the film, 
Roeg makes one colour stand out and uses it as a narrative device: red. We first encounter this colour 
in John and Laura's daughter Christine's mackintosh. While she plays outside the house, John finds a 
small figure in red on one of his slides he is inspecting. The viewer is invited to make a connection 
between Christine and the figure on his slide because of the crosscutting. Christine's reflection on a 
pond is juxtaposed with a shot of the slide. It is pertinent to note here that Christine's reflection is paid 
more attention to than her actual figure. Roeg limits the viewer's perception to reality, focusing on the 
reflected -therefore false -figure. According to Patch,'we encounter disrupted surfaces, and in tum, 
our vision becomes obscured, neglected even'(2010; 257). There is also a scene in which the camera 
zooms in on her reflection, rather than her actual figure on a bridge. The close attention to the upside 
down image foreshadows the ominous event that takes place, indicating that there could be something 
in a stagnant pond which draws Christine in, as the zooming technique forces the viewer to look at the 
zoomed object closely. Focusing on the surface of a pond emphasizes water's liminality. Because of 
Christine's drowning, a figure in red raincoat becomes a signifier ofloss. 
Because for John water means the loss of his daughter, it is natural that he is brought back into his 
traumatic memory of the past when he gazes onto Venice's canal water at a restaurant. A shot of the 
canal water is interrupted by an image of John and Laura back home, and another of a pond near their 
house. These three successive shots articulate the process of John's mind connecting the canal water to 
the pond in which his daughter was drowned. The film's editing allows different places and times to be 
juxtaposed and suggests how they are al connected in John's mind. This intercutting technique is only 
used for John to make it clear that John feels responsible for and guilty of his daughter's death. The fact 
that he can easily bring back his memory of the past merely by looking at the canal water serves to 
show his fixation. Hence it is not hard for him to assume that a girl in red that he sees in Venice is 
somehow connected to Christine. Laura's emotional response to Christine's death, on the other hand, 
is different from John's. In the film, this difference is expressed through the use of colour and the 
crosscutting during John and Laura's sex scene. Roeg makes John emotionally close to Christine than 
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Laura is by associating him with red, the colour that reminds him of his dead daughter, while Laura is 
linked with blue and green. Mark Sanderson notes that'father and daughter are identified with red, the 
colour of blood, danger and mar切domand magic; mother and son seen in shades of blue, the tradi-
tional colour of hope, loyalty and faith'(cited in 2010; 258) The colour of the restroom door at a 
restaurant, where a psychic Heather tels Laura that she saw Christine, is pale green-blue. Furthermore, 
in the hotel room, Laura is in a bathtub, filed with pale blue hot water, while John takes a shower and 
avoids entering it. The emotional disjuncture between John and Laura is most eloquently expressed by 
their sex scene. Images of their passionate sex are crosscut with those of their separately preparing to 
go out. This scene shows both inside and outside of their relationship. While they are intimate inside 
their hotel room, they are tom apart once they go out. 
Their opinion differs on whether they believe in Christine's ghost, as Heather tels them it exists. As 
Wilson writes, after her encounter with Heather, Laura'begins to act as a conduit between [Heather] 
and her rationally defiant husband'(1999; 291). Wilson indicates that Laura is a mobile figure, mov-
ing between Heather's psychic power and John's resistance. Even though she is adamant about her 
faith in Heather's psychic ability, it is a representation of what Sanderson argues is her'hope, loyalty 
and faith'(cited in 2010; 258). Compared with Laura, however, John is described as an immobile 
character, consumed in his guilt that he was unable to save his daughter. He stubbornly clings to the 
idea that he is the only one who is connected to Christine. He cannot accept the fact that Laura believes 
a complete outsider's words that she feels Christine's presence. He exhibits this rigid belief when 
Laura confronts him:'My daughter is dead, Laura. She doesn't come peeing back at me with messag-
es from beyond the fucking grave. She's dead, dead, dead!'(1997; 65-66, italics in original). His 
repetition of the word'dead'shows his emotional stagnancy. Their experience in Venice can be seen 
as an ordeal where one is tested if one can become a new self, and since John remains a stagnant figure 
that cannot go through the transition process, he is eliminated by an in-between character that inhabit 
the liminal space. Towards the end of the story John finds out that the girl in red turns out to be an old 
dwarf, and he is murdered by her. This dwarf possesses multiple layers of contradictions within her, 
making her an abject figure: young/old, vulnerable/murderous, beautiful ugly. She functions as an ex-
ecutioner of those who are not able to pass the ordeal. According to Wilson, 
[ a ]ny thorough reading of Don't Look Now should take into account the importance of the fact 
the only character unable to adapt to the new and different conditions of his or her envirorunent 
-John […] -is ruthlessly destroyed. (1999; 292, italics in original) 
John fails to transition to the other side where he potentially overcomes Christine's death, and 
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that leads to his death. 
The city of Venice in Don i Look Now is a cold and hostile place which interrogates John's and Laura's 
capability of being transformed into different selves. While Laura believes in Heather's supernatural 
power and is relieved of her agony caused by Christine's death, John, because of his heavy sense of 
guilt, is unable to go past the liminal stage of the transition process. In the end he is punished and left 
imprisoned by a dwarf, an inhabitant of the composite space. 
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